HOIST ACCESSORIES

**SUBFRAMES**
- Available for all SwapLoader hoist models
- 100 series 35 5/8" hook height
- 200 series 53 7/8" hook height
- 300 series 53 7/8" hook height
- 400 series 61 ¾" hook height

**REAR BUMPER**
- Heavy Duty Rear Bumper
- Heavy Duty Rear Bumper with Extensions
- Heavy Duty Rear Folding Bumper W/O Rollers
- Heavy Duty Rear Drop Down Bumper W/Rollers

**SUBFRAME ACCESSORIES**
- Rear Body/Container Rollers
- Roller Mtg. Brackets
- A-frames
- Lift Bars
- Lift Bar Hook Guard Assy.

**REAR LIGHT BAR KIT**
- LED Light Bar
- Sealed Light Modules
- Sealed Junction Box
- License Plate Lamp
- LED Side Marker Lights

**TOOL BOXES**
- Aluminum 18X18X36"
- Steel 18X18X36"

**CAB GUARD**
- Steel Heavy Duty
- Frame Mounted
- Rear Window Cut-Out
- Recessed Rear Panel

**FENDERS**
- Single axle
  - Poly full radius
  - Steel full radius
  - Aluminum, diamond plate, full radius
- Tandem axle
  - Steel double radius
  - Poly double radius

**MUD FLAPS**
- Single Axle
- Tandem Axle
- Rain Grooves